Financial Institutions Bank on Mobility for
Greater Customer Satisfaction
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Customers’ expectations have transformed over the last decade, creating higher demand
for more personalized service and a streamlined digital experience. The “Amazon Effect”
has dramatically changed not only how consumers purchase products, but how they
consume services as well.1
From retail and commercial banking to wealth management and insurance, the financial
services industry has had to reconsider its traditional business strategy of being transaction-led
to evolving to a more customer-centric business—with mobile technology bridging the gaps
between brick-and-mortar branches and a fully immersive financial experience.
Though the prevalence of mobile devices has changed the way people handle their
finances, consumers want and need more than a digital-only experience when it comes

33.3%

to banking. One-third of the customers, according to a Deloitte study, said they would
be open to using branches more if banks offered certain digital capabilities that would
enhance convenience.
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The same study also found that when it comes to certain banking services, such as opening

of customers would
use bank branches
more with digital
capabiities

accounts and getting a loan, customers still prefer the one-on-one interaction they get at the
branch which is a strong determinant to their overall satisfaction with the institution.3
And that satisfaction is incredibly important as competition is heavy within the banking industry.
When it comes to helping customers navigate the crossroads of life and money, financial
institutions must create and sustain a compelling customer experience across all points of
engagement or even digital transformation won’t be enough to keep their doors open.
In this paper, we’ll uncover how banks and credit unions are using mobile devices within their branches
to improve the customer experience and reinvent value for brick-and-mortar and online. We’ll also
discuss how financial institutions are incorporating enterprise mobility management solutions to
streamline and reap the profitable rewards of digital transformation.

Capitalizing on Kiosks for a Self-Serve, In-Branch Experience
Tablet kiosks have become a popular means to reinvigorate the
banking industry by enhancing the customer experience, especially

Tablet kiosks also allow
staff to be more mobile and
provide assistance to patrons,

for Millennials and digitally-savvy consumers. Taking this into account,

without being chained to their

more than 50 percent of surveyed financial institutions have increased

desks, improving operational

the number of assisted self-service kiosks within their branches.

efficiency as well as giving

Instead of waiting in a long line for a teller to begin a transaction,

customers the one-on-one

customers can start their interaction on a tablet, providing their

attention they deserve.
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personal banking information, and even getting answers to some of
their inquiries. Instead of being overheard sharing SSN or account
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information with the teller, customers can accurately input their
information in a more secure fashion. Tablet kiosks also allow staff
to be more mobile and provide assistance to patrons, without being
chained to their desks, improving operational efficiency as well as
giving customers the one-on-one attention they deserve.
Customers prefer the convenience of using mobile devices, but also
don’t want to feel like just a number, especially when it comes to
applying for a loan. One-on-one personal time with a loan specialist

Incorporating kiosks to
capture personal information,
photo ID, and required
documents provides the
convenience patrons want and
speeds up the process.

to discuss options enables customers to feel like they are being taken
care of when it comes to making life-changing financial choices.
Incorporating kiosks to capture personal information, photo ID, and
required documents provides the convenience patrons want and
speeds up the process. When it comes to the interview, the loan
specialist can spend more time answering questions and engaging
thoughtfully with applicants—combining the personal with technology
for an exceptional customer experience.
These more meaningful customer interactions also benefit financial institutions. By streamlining
processes—from standard teller-provided services to retirement-planning discussions to loan approvals—
kiosks counterbalance fixed costs of brick-and-mortar branches through improved operational
efficiency, more effective customer communication, and reduced staff overhead.

EMM Increases Efficiency and ROI
Making customers happy with the blending of convenience and a
more personalized experience also adds more devices, endpoints,
and issues that already overworked IT teams have to address before

EMM makes it easy to remotely
wipe or lock devices, as well

they become liabilities. Enterprise mobility management (EMM)

as restrict installation of

solutions help IT staffs to effectively manage a plethora of mobility

unapproved apps, increasing

devices from a single platform that simplifies security, provisioning,

the security of both the

enrollment, and updates so institutions can get more ROI out of their
kiosks and other mobile devices.

customer data and the device.

Kiosk Lockdown
Since kiosk tablets are used by different members of the public,
who intentionally or unintentionally, may try to use the devices
for other than banking purposes, EMM provides IT teams with the
capability to restrict access to only approved enterprise portals
and websites, alleviating the stress of data loss and theft via
disguised threat actors on a variety of sites. This also ensures that
employees only have access to the customer information they
need to do their job and can’t change device settings without
admin permission.
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Data Security
The data security compliance and regulation challenges are daunting for financial
services firms, including PCI DSS requirements for credit card-related information,
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) requirements regarding information-sharing
practices and sensitive information, Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) for data at rest, National
Credit Union Administration (NCUA) requirements, and other data privacy and data
residency laws. If a device is lost or stolen, EMM makes it easy to remotely wipe
or lock devices, as well as restrict installation of unapproved apps, increasing the
security of both the customer data and the device.
Device Provisioning
Tablet kiosks and any corporate mobile devices are managed and
provisioned from a central location, putting increased pressure
on the IT team. With an EMM solution, the team can ensure

Using EMM, IT staffs can
silently push app updates,

compliance by remotely configuring devices and limiting access

provide remote assistance for

to approved secure financial apps simply and seamlessly. EMM’s

technologically challenged

single-sign-on feature allows authenticated users to access

users when it comes to

corporate data on trusted devices using one login to further
ensure compliance and usability.
Bulk Device Enrollment
Onboarding new employees with corporate devices can be done

learning new apps, and
maintain mobile consistency
throughout the organization.

in seconds with an EMM solution. IT can enroll the device, set it
up with the necessary access and apps, and have the new user
integrated into the existing workflow immediately, helping users
be more productive from Day 1.
App Launch and Updates
Ensuring apps are up to date is key for security and efficiency.
If devices are running with outdated apps, they can be easily
compromised and may not have all the features employees
need to do their jobs. Using EMM, IT staffs can silently push app
updates, provide remote assistance for technologically challenged
users when it comes to learning new apps, and maintain mobile
consistency throughout the organization.
More Profitable ROI
EMM also reduces travel expenditures, enables quicker on-boarding, accelerates
thorough task completion, and provides greater customer satisfaction in this very
competitive market. It also reduces the need to have an expensive IT specialist at
each branch to only manage that branch’s handful of devices.
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Changing the Face of Financial Services
People count on the financial services industry to help them drive personal prosperity, manage their
financial lives, and fulfill their aspirations of success. Vox Mobile does this, and more, for financial
institutions who want to get the most out of their mobility solutions.
Whether its keeping up with mobility banking evolution or taking banking service out of the branch
and to the people—in grocery stores, airports, office buildings and more—Vox Mobile helps financial
services organizations plan and manage IT architectures that must interact with anyone, anywhere
via mobile B2C, B2B and BYOD connections—without compromising security. Engaged in all aspects
of enterprise mobility management, Vox Mobile supports and strengthens all Gartner-recommended
EMM platforms, offers substantial savings on licensing, and provides end-to-end services—from
consultation and design to end-user and help-desk assistance—for a dynamic mobile user experience
for both customers and bank employees alike.

Learn More About Vox Mobile
Financial Services Use Case Studies:
Complete Mobility Management Services to Support 24/7, Mobility Business
Financial Holding Company Consolidates EMM to Increase User Satisfaction
Vox Mobile Financial Services
EMM System Administration
EMM Licensing Acquisition

Contact Vox Mobile to get the most
out of your mobility investment.
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